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Consider a semisimple, connected, simply-connected algebraic group G
over an algebraically closed field k of characteristic p 0. One can
Ž .construct for each dominant weight  a Weyl module   with that
highest weight whose character is given by Weyl’s character formula.
Ž . Ž .Although not in general simple,   has a simple head L  , and all
simple modules arise in this manner.
 Ž . Ž .Knowledge of the decomposition numbers d    : L  for 
Ž .and  ‘‘small’’ i.e., p-restricted is equivalent to calculating the characters
Žof the corresponding simple modules and hence by Steinberg’s tensor
.product theorem to determining the characters of all the simples . Conse-
quently, much work has been undertaken to try to determine these
numbers, concentrating mainly on the case when p is large enough to be
able to consider the Lusztig conjecture. Indeed, for sufficiently large
 primes the d are now known by the work of Andersen et al. 1 .
Although in principle all decomposition numbers can be determined
Žfrom those for p-restricted weights via character calculations using the
.tensor product theorem and Weyl’s character formula this is not straight-
forward in practice. Further, it is often more convenient to know decom-
position numbers rather than characters; for example, when relating
representations of the general linear and symmetric groups via Ringel
duality only the former can be translated between the two categories.
We shall consider the situation where  is ‘‘large’’ and give an elemen-
tary algorithm for calculating decomposition numbers given those for all
p2-restricted weights. If we regard Steinberg’s tensor product theorem as
an algorithm for determining large characters from smaller ones, then this
1 Supported by EPSRC Grant M22536 and EC Grant FMRX-CT97-0100.
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is an analogous result for decomposition numbers. Our algorithm can
easily be inverted, and we discuss an application of this to the representa-
tion theory of the symmetric group using Ringel duality.
There is another, similar, recursive character formula for Weyl modules
 due to Jantzen 13 . Away from the boundary of the dominant region this
Ž .corresponds to a filtration of   . This is obtained by considering repre-
sentations of certain induced modules for infinitesimal subgroups G T ofr
 G related to the Frobenius kernels. Doty and Sullivan 9 have given an
algorithm for determining decomposition numbers for these induced mod-
ules and have shown how the corresponding result for Weyl modules can
be deduced from this.
In order to describe our algorithm, we introduce certain sets of virtual
decomposition factors with multiplicities. Although these arise naturally in
our argument, this is essentially a combinatorial procedureand hence it
is not immediately clear that such sets have any representation-theoretic
Ž .interpretation or even that the associated multiplicities are non-negative .
However, we shall show that they are precisely the composition factors
Ž .  with multiplicities of certain modules studied by Lin 16 arising as lifts of
modules from corresponding quantum groups at a primitive p2 root of
unity. More generally, Lin considers the lifts of modules from quantum
groups at pr roots of unity, and our algorithm can also be used to
determine the decomposition numbers for these modules.
In the light of these results, it is natural to ask if our algorithm
corresponds to successive refinements of some filtration of the Weyl
 module. This seems to be related to a conjecture of Humphreys 11
concerning filtrations of Weyl modules, which we briefly discuss. We then
consider evidence for such a structural interpretation, arising from results
 of Doty 8 on the submodule structure of the symmetric powers and of
 Kuhne-Hausmann 15 on the structure of suitably ‘‘generic’’ Weyl mod-¨
ules for SL .3
Finally, we conclude by noting that an appropriate analogue of our
algorithm can also be derived for the quantum general linear group at a
root of unity in positive characteristic.
1. PRELIMINARIES
In this section we shall briefly review those basic results that will be
required later, mainly so as to fix our notation. All of this material can be
 found in 14, Section II, Chaps. 16 . Towards the end we shall also prove
an elementary proposition on the geometry of lattice points in facets that
will be needed in the next section.
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Ž .We fix a maximal torus TG and hence the lattice of weights X T .
Ž .The pair G, T determines a root system R, inside which we choose a set
of positive roots R. The corresponding set of simple roots we denote by
S. The Weyl group W and associated affine Weyl groups W i act on thep
Ž .space E X T  .
	 Ž .More precisely, let  be the coroot associated to  in X T and
² : Ž . Ž .,  the usual bilinear form on X T  X T . For each 
 R we
Ž . ² 	:denote by s the reflection on X T given by s   ,   . This 
action extends to the whole of E. Then W is just the group generated by
these reflections. For i 1 we define W i , the affine Weyl group, to be thep
i Žsemidirect product of W with the group p R acting by translations
.on E .
1 Ž .Let  Ý  , an element of X T  . It is easy to verify that
 R 2
Ž . Ž . Ž .ithe dot action w. w     of W or W on E maps X T intop
itself. Henceforth we shall use this action without further comment. As G
 	 4is semisimple and simply-connected, the set  : 
 S is a basis for
Ž .  4X T , and there is a corresponding basis  : 
 S of the fundamental
Ž . ² 	:weights for X T , such that  , 	  
 for all simple roots  and 	. 	
Ž .This further implies that Ý  
 X T .
 S 
The action of W i on E defines a system of pi-facets; these are sets ofp
the form
 	 i  ² :  ,   n p for all 
 R FŽ . 0
i 	 i ² :F 
 E : n  1 p    ,   n pŽ . 
 for all 
 R FŽ .1
 Ž .for suitable integers n and a disjoint decomposition R  R F  0
Ž . Ž .R F . A facet F is called an alcove if R F  and a wall if1 0
 Ž . R F 1. The closure F of any alcove F is a fundamental domain for0
W i on E, and W i permutes the alcoves simply transitively. Similarly,p p
Ž . Ž .iF X T is a fundamental domain for W on X T . Thus it will often bep
sufficient to study just the standard alcove C , where n  1 for all  . Wei 
will also need to consider the set of pi-restricted weights
² 	: iX T  
 X T : 0   ,   p for all 
 S . 4Ž . Ž .i
Ž . iClearly, X T is a disjoint union of translates of this set by the p -weight
i Ž . Ž . Ž .lattice p X T , and X T is a union of sets of the form X T  F fori
certain pi-facets F of W i. Any weight  can be uniquely written in thep
 i   Ž .form    p with  
 X T , and any decomposition of  in thisi
way is to be assumed to be of this form.
Key to our arguments will be the notion of scaling. For each weight 
i Ž .iand p -facet F, there is at most one element of W . in X T  F. Thusp
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it is enough to identify the pi-facet in which a weight lies and its orbit
under W i to determine the weight itself. Let  : E E be the mapp i
i1Ž . ix p x   . Note that  is a bijection taking p-facets to p -facetsi
and that under this bijection the W -orbit of x corresponds to the W i-orbitp p
Ž .of  x .i
We may identify W i and W j via the isomorphism induced from thep p
obvious isomorphism between piR and p jR. Given an element w
Wp
we may denote its image in W i under this identification by w Ž i.. It is nowp
Ž Ž j. . Ž ij1. Ž .easy to verify that  w .  w .  and in particular that i i i
Ž . Ž .commutes with the dot action of W. We also have that      i i
 pi1 for all weights  and .
i ŽWe will often regard p -facets as though they are p-facets by means of
1 . and use certain combinatorics of p-facets associated to W toi p
determine a new family of p-facets and hence of pi-facets via  . By thei
remarks above, given a weight  in our original pi-facet, this will unam-
biguously determine a corresponding set of weights in the pi-facets thus
obtained. We shall refer to the identification of pi-facets with p-facets
Ž . Ž .and vice versa via  as scaling, and given a p-facet F we shall call  Fi i
the pi-facet corresponding to F.
For our later work, it will be important to know when the intersection of
a pi-facet with the weight lattice is non-empty. We shall abuse notation
² 	:and say that such facets are non-empty. Set hmax , 	  1: 	

4R . As G is connected this is just the Coxeter number of R. It is well
known that a pi-alcove contains a lattice point if and only if pi h, and as
Ž G is simply connected the same is also true for walls see 14, Section II
Ž ..6.3 1 . We will need the following easy generalisation of these results
Ž  Ž ..our proof follows that in 14, Section II 6.3 1 .
PROPOSITION 1.1. Suppose that p h. A p-facet F is non-empty if and
i Ž . Ž .only if the corresponding p -facets under scaling are non-empty for all i .
Ž .Proof. It is clear that if F contains a lattice point, then so does  Fi
for all i. Thus it is enough to show that if F does not contain a lattice
Ž .point, then neither does  F for any i. The action of W on p-facetsi p
corresponds under scaling to the action of W i on pi-facets and hence, byp
the conjugacy of alcoves under W , we may assume that F C .p 1
For each wall in C there is a unique reflection that fixes it. As noted in1
 14, Section II 6.3 , the set of such reflections consists of all s , with 
simple, and s , where 	 is the longest short root of R. Here s is the	 , p 	 , p
² 	:reflection that fixes those  satisfying  , 	  p. Now every facet
F in C can be identified with a distinct subset of these reflections by1
Ž .setting Fix F to be the set of those reflections which fix F pointwise. For
Ž .example, Fix C is the empty set.1
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Ž .Any element of X T can be written in the form Ý m  and
 S  
so
² 	:  ,  m  1
Ž .for all simple roots  by the explicit expression for  in terms of the  .
Also, if we write the coroot associated to the longest short root 	 in the
form 	 	Ý b 	 then for any other root  with  	Ý c 	
 S  
 S 
Ž 	 Ž .we have c  b for all 
 S as 	 is the maximal long root in the 
	.dual root system R .
First suppose that our facet is not fixed by s . Then to contain a lattice	 , p
² 	:point we require that there exists Ý m  such that  , 
 S  
Ž .is zero for all 
 Fix F and strictly between 0 and p for all other roots
Ž .not in the linear span of Fix F . Consider Ý  . Clearly
FixŽF . 
² 	: Ž . ,   0 for all 
 Fix F , and for all roots  not in the linear
Ž .span of Fix F we have
² 	: ² 	: ² 	:0   ,    ,    , 	  h p.
Thus every facet not fixed by s contains a lattice point.	 , p
Ž .So it only remains to consider those facets F fixed by s . Let SFix F	 , p
Ž .be the set of reflections in Fix F not equal to s . For F to contain a	 , p
lattice point we require that there exists a Ý m  such that
 S  
² 	: Ž . ,  is zero for all 
 SFix F , equal to p when  	 , and
strictly between 0 and p for all other roots not in the linear span of
Ž .Fix F .
Arguing as in the last paragraph, it is easy to see that it is enough to
solve the equation
m  1 b  p 1Ž . Ž .Ý  
Ž .
SSFix F
Ž .for some integers m satisfying 0m  p 1 for each 
 SSFix F , 
Ž .as setting m 1 for all 
 SFix F will then give the desired .
The proof now reduces to a case-by-case examination of the possible
values of the b for each root system. Using the tables given in 2,
Planches IIX it is easy to verify for each root system that there is a
Ž .solution of 1 for p h whenever the highest common factor of the b
Ž .for 
 SSFix F is 1. Thus in these cases there is always a lattice point
in F. By inspection, when the highest common factor is greater than 1 it
Ž .must be less than h and hence less than p , and so in this case there is no
lattice point in F. However, in this case exactly the same argument holds
i Ž Ž .for the p -facets as there is still no solution to 1 when we replace p with
i.p , and so the result now follows.
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We conclude this section by recalling the basic properties of simple and
Weyl modules that we shall require. Given a Borel T BG we can
iŽ . i Gdefine the modules H   R ind k , where k is the one-dimensionalB  
B-module of weight  and Ri indG is the ith right derived functor ofB
Ž . Ž . i iŽ .induction. We set   Ý 1 ch H  .i 0
0Ž .By choosing B appropriately, we may arrange that H  is non-zero
Ž . 0Ž .precisely when  is dominant, and for these weights    ch H  by
Ž .Kempf’s vanishing theorem. The Weyl module   is the contravariant
0Ž .dual of H  and has the same character, which is given by Weyl’s
character formula.
Ž We will frequently use the following properties of  see 14, Section
.II 5.8-9 .
Ž . Ž . Ž .  Ž .WLEMMA 1.2. For all 
 X T , w
W, and Ý a  e  
  X T
we hae
  a  e   a     ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Ý
 
Ž .l w
 w.  1   .Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž .Note that for each element  either    0 or there exists a unique
Ž .element w 
W such that w . is a dominant weight. When    0, we 
set w  1.
Ž . Ž .Finally, we note that each Weyl module   has a simple head L 
Ž .whose character is W-invariant and that all simple modules can be
obtained in this manner. We will often abuse notation and refer to weights
Ž .as composition factors by identifying  with the module L  . Any
dominant weight  can be uniquely written in the form Ý  pii 0 i
Ž .with  
 X T for all i. Then by Steinberg’s tensor product theorem wei 1
Ž . Ž .F ihave L   L  , where F is the Frobenius morphism.ii
2. THE MAIN THEOREM
Throughout this section we shall assume that the decomposition num-
bers for Weyl modules with highest weight in the set of p2-restricted
weights are known. In examples we shall only consider Weyl modules
whose highest weight lies in the interior of an alcove: however, our main
result holds for all weights without restriction.
Henceforth we will assume that p h. This will allow us to appeal to
 the translation principle 14, Section II 7.17, Corollary , and note that the
Ž .facets containing composition factors of a Weyl module   depend only
on the facet in which  lies. Under this hypothesis, Proposition 1.1 will
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also ensure that the p-facet corresponding to a non-empty pi-facet will
also be non-empty. We will repeatedly make use of both of these proper-
Ž ities without further comment. By considering the Steinberg weight p 
. Ž .1 , it is easy to see that for p h we also have X T  C , for alli i1
i 0.
We will associate to each weight  a set of i-virtual composition factors
Ž .with multiplicities . As this is a somewhat lengthy process, we will proceed
in several stages. We begin by associating to each non-empty p-facet F
containing a dominant weight a decomposition diagram. This is defined to
be a set of facets H with multiplicities d defined by picking an arbitraryFH
weight 
 F and determining which facets contain composition factors of
Ž .  . These are the facets of the decomposition diagram, and their
multiplicities are just those of the corresponding composition factors.
Next consider the set of p2-facets inside the set of p2-restricted weights.
Ž . 2For each such facet  F that is non-empty we define a p -decomposition2
Ž .diagram in the following manner. Under scaling,  F corresponds to the2
Ž .non-empty p-facet F, which has an associated decomposition diagram.
2 Ž .The p -decomposition diagram associated to  F is just the set of2
2 Ž .p -facets with multiplicities corresponding to this diagram under scaling.
To each non-empty p-facet F in the set of p2-restricted weights we now
associate a irtual decomposition diagram. We proceed by induction on the
2 2 Žp -facets below the p -facet containing F using the partial ordering on
.facets induced by the usual dominance ordering on weights . The set of
p-facets in the virtual decomposition diagram for F are just those E for
which the virtual decomposition number
c  d  d c  0, 2Ž .ÝFE FE HI JE
IH
2 Ž . 2where F lies in the p -facet  H and J is the image of F under W in2 p
Ž . I . The multiplicity of such a facet E is just c .2 FE
Ž . Ž .It is possible for some of the facets J in 2 to lie outside X T . Thus2
for our inductive definition to make sense we also need to define virtual
decomposition numbers c for such facets. Any such J can be uniquelyJE
 2  Ž .written in the form J J  p  , where J is a p-facet in X T and2
Ž . 
 X T . The virtual decomposition numbers c are already defined byJ K
induction, and we set c  c   , where E E p2 .JE J E
Given a p2-restricted weight , the set of virtual composition factors
associated to  is just the set of elements of W . lying in some p-facet ofp
the virtual decomposition diagram, with the corresponding multiplicities.
Before giving the definition of i-virtual composition factors, we shall
illustrate the above definitions with a few examples concerning alcoves.
For SL , there is only one p2-alcove in the set of p2-restricted weights.2
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This corresponds under scaling to the unique p-restricted alcove C , whose1
associated decomposition diagram is just C . Thus the p2-decomposition1
Ž . Ž .diagram associated to  C is just  C , and the virtual decomposition2 1 2 1
diagram associated to a p-alcove F in the set of p2-restricted weights
consists of those E for which
c  d  0.FE FE
More generally, for any group G, the p2-alcove C is its own p2-decom-2
position diagram, and hence for any p-facet F in C we have c  d .2 FE FE
Thus, for any weight in C , the virtual composition factors are just the2
usual composition factors of the associated Weyl module.
For a non-trivial example, consider SL , with p 5, and a weight  in3
2 Ž .an alcove just above the lowest p -alcove as shown in Fig. 1a . Now  lies
Ž .in  D , where D is the upper alcove in the set of p-restricted weights.2
The decomposition diagram associated to D is just D and C , each with1
Ž .multiplicity one. Thus for the p-alcove F containing  and any p-facet E
we have
c  d  d c  d  c  d  d ,FE FE DC JE FE JE FE JE1
Ž . 2where J is the image of F in  C under W . For  in F as above, the2 1 p
p-alcove J is that containing  in Fig. 1b. The decomposition diagrams for
F and J are given in Figs. 1a and 1b respectively, and so the virtual
Ždecomposition diagram associated to F is that given in Fig. 1c. All
.multiplicities are 1 unless otherwise indicated. The virtual composition
factors associated to  are just those weights in W . lying in this finalp
diagram.
Returning to our definitions, we next associate to each pi1-restricted
Ž .weight  a set of i-virtual composition factors with multiplicities . When
i 1 these will just be the virtual composition factors defined above.
i i Ž .Regard the p -facets as p-facets by scaling. Then the p -facet  Fi
containing  corresponds to the p-facet F in the set of p2-restricted
weights. We have already associated to F a virtual decomposition diagram.
FIGURE 1
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By scaling, we obtain a corresponding set of pi-facets with multiplicities.
Ž .This is the i-irtual decomposition diagram associated to  F , and thei
i-irtual composition factors associated to  are just those weights in W i.p
that lie in these pi-facets. We shall denote the corresponding multiplicity
of such a weight  by ci .
Finally, we shall associate a set of i-virtual composition factors to an
arbitrary dominant weight . Any such weight can be uniquely written in
 i1   Ž .the form    p  with  
 X T . Now the i-virtual compositioni1
factors associated to  are just those weights of the form   pi1,
where  runs over the set of i-virtual composition factors of , and
ci  ci  .  
We will show that, for p h, the following algorithm completely deter-
Ž .mines the decomposition numbers for a given Weyl module   .
Ž .ALGORITHM 2.1. 1 Let i be maximal such that  does not lie in Ci
Ž .  4 Ž i1 .and let cf , i 1   . Thus  lies in the set of p -restricted weights.
Ž .2 If i 0 then we are done; otherwise continue with Step 3.
Ž . Ž . Ž3 For each weight  in cf , i 1 and keeping track of multiplic-
.ities determine the set of i-virtual composition factors associated to .
Ž . Ž .4 Let cf , i be the disjoint union of all the sets of virtual
Ž .composition factors with multiplicities obtained during Step 3.
Ž .5 Set i i 1 and repeat from Step 2.
To illustrate the above algorithm we shall consider an example for SL .3
Ž . ŽLet p 5 and consider the Weyl module  181, 0, 0 for GL where we3
.use the usual partition labelling for polynomial dominant weights . This
Weyl module is just the contravariant dual of a symmetric power of the
natural module, and so its composition factors can be calculated using the
 results in 8 .
The various iterations of the algorithm and the final result are shown in
Fig. 2. Note that the dotted lines indicate p-walls while the thicker lines
indicate higher powers of p. As each p-alcove can contain a unique
composition factor of any module, we merely indicate the alcove in which
each factor lies. The small diagrams indicate the various virtual decompo-
sition diagrams that arise during each iteration of the algorithm. For
future reference we have labelled the composition factors that arise; for
Ž .example,  corresponds to the label d i .
We begin by considering the p3-facets. After scaling, the p3-facet
containing  corresponds to the upper shaded p-alcove shown in Iteration
1. Thus the first iteration of the algorithm produces  and the element of
3 Ž .3W . lying just above the lowest p -alcove indicated by a solid arrow .p
After the second iteration, the virtual decomposition diagrams given in
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FIGURE 2
ŽIteration 2 arise, and after scaling and translation for those associated to
3 ., since this is not a p -restricted weight these give weights in the alcoves
indicated by dotted arrows. The final iteration uses the virtual decomposi-
tion diagrams shown in Iteration 3 to produce the set of shaded p-alcoves
shown in the central diagram.
Our main result is
THEOREM 2.2. Suppose that p h. Gien a dominant weight , the set of
Ž . Ž .composition factors of   counted with multiplicities is precisely the set
Ž .cf , 1 obtained from Algorithm 2.1.
Ž .Proof. First suppose that 
 X T . We will show that the sum of the2
characters of the virtual composition factors obtained from the algorithm
Ž .is   , as required. We first note that if 
 C , then the set of virtual2
composition factors associated to  is precisely the full set of composition
Ž . Ž .factors of   by our earlier remarks , and hence the result is immediate.
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Ž .If 
 X T does not lie in C then as noted at the start of the section2 2
we must have 
 C . Thus there are two iterations when the algorithm is3
Ž .applied to , and the set cf , 2 is just the set of composition factors
arising from the p2-decomposition diagram. After the second iteration the
Ž .multiplicity of  in cf , 1 is just
d c  c  d c ,Ý ÝHI   HI 
 
Ž . Ž . Ž .2where 
  H , 
W ., and 
  I . Comparing this with 2 , we2 p 2
see that this equals d as required.
i1Now suppose that  is a p -restricted weight with  C . We seti
Ž .j i 1 if 
 X T , and j i otherwise. The first iteration of ouri
Ž .  4algorithm begins at level i, and cf , i 1   . We claim that, by
Steinberg’s tensor product theorem, it is enough to show that
 F j  j
   ch L     a   3Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý ÝŽ .  ž /

Ž .
cf  , j
where   p j and the a j  are defined in the following manner. 
Ž . 1For E and F p-facets in X T , we define a by choosing 
 F and1 FE
solving
ch L   a1  Ž . Ž .Ý FE E
EF
Ž .  Ž . Ž . Ž .where   W .  E. For weights  
  F and 
  E in X T ,E p i i i
we define
a1 if 
W i .FE pi
a   ½ 0 otherwise.
Ž .For the claim, note that for each  on the right-hand side of 3 we have
by our choice of j that   . Thus by induction our algorithm gives the
Ž  . Ž Ž . .character of   and of   for all   , but possibly starting at
level j. The effect of starting at level j 1, as is the case when calculating
Ž .for 
 cf , j , is to lose the elements descended from those elements of
Ž .cf , j not equal to . After scaling, it can be seen that this corresponds
to calculating decomposition numbers for the simple module in the corre-
Ž .sponding p-alcove in X T rather than of the Weyl module. Hence by the2
j Ž .induction hypotheses and the definition of the a it is enough to show 3 . 
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Ž  . Ž .Let ch L  Ý m e  . Then we wish to show that  
 F j j
ch L  a  Ž . Ž .Ý ÝŽ .  ž /

 
 m  e p j a j   Ž .Ž .Ý Ý Ý   ž / ž /

  
 m  a j    p jŽ .Ý Ý Ý   ž /

  
Ž .l wj j
  m a 1  w  p Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý Ý Ý    ž /
  
Ž . Ž .iis equal to   where we write w for w for brevity . This expres- p 
sion is of the form
   f  Ž . Ž .Ý 

Ž .for some coefficients f where all the weights  are dominant .
Now when j 1 all these coefficients are zero by the calculation above
and the linear independence of the characters of Weyl modules. But in
general the f depend only on the p j , reflections about the boundaries
of the dominant region, and the combinatorics of p j-facets regarded as
p-facets. Thus, after fixing an appropriate power of the Frobenius mor-
phism, these coefficients depend only on the combinatorics of the p j-facets
Ž  .regarded as p-facets and the weights of the L  . As for j 1 all the f
are zero; the same must be true for all j by scaling.
There is another recursive formula which can be used for determining
 the composition factors of Weyl modules, due to Jantzen 13, 3.1 Satz . For
Ž .any weight 
 X T we have
rF   rˆ ˆ   Z  : L p     ch L  ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý Ý r r
 Ž . Ž . 
X T 
X Tr
4Ž .
ˆ Ž .where the Z  are certain coinduced modules for the Jantzen subgroupr
ˆ Ž . Ž G T of G and the L  are the corresponding simple modules see 14,r r
 .Section II, Chap. 9 for details . Suitably far away from the walls of the
dominant region all of the weights in this sum are dominant, and the
0Ž .equality corresponds to a filtration of H  with factors of the form
Ž  . 0Ž  .F r Ž  .L  H  see 14, Section II 9.11, Proposition . However, near
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the boundary of the dominant region the  will not all be dominant, and
Ž .although 4 can be modified using Lemma 1.2 the coefficients will now no
longer all be positive.
Although the virtual composition factors associated to a single weight 
Ž .arising during Algorithm 2.1 may also in principle have negative multi-
plicities, we have
LEMMA 2.3. For any dominant weight , the multiplicities of the elements
Ž .of cf , i obtained after each iteration of Algorithm 2.1 are all positie.
Proof. Suppose there is some  for which the lemma fails, and let i be
as in Algorithm 2.1. Then there exists some j i such that the set F of
j-virtual composition factors obtained when considering p j-facets includes
some negative multiplicities. Choose  such that it lies in the p-facet
i j1 Ž .corresponding to the p -facet containing  under scaling . Then the
0Ž .set of composition factors of H  obtained using the algorithm will
Ž .correspond under scaling to those in F and have the same multiplicities.
But these multiplicities are all positive, which gives the desired contradic-
tion.
0Ž .For there to be any possibility of obtaining a filtration of H 
associated to our algorithm, it is clearly necessary that all the virtual
composition multiplicities associated to a given weight are positive. We
shall return to this question in Section 4. First, however, we shall exploit
the easy invertibility of our algorithm.
3. RINGEL DUALITY AND REPRESENTATIONS OF THE
SYMMETRIC GROUP
In this section we restrict our attention to the case where G is the
general linear group GL . Although not itself semisimple, its representa-n
tion theory can be deduced easily from that of SL , and so the results fromn
the previous section apply. Associated to G are the Schur algebras
Ž .  S S n, d , and in 10 Erdmann showed how their representation theory
can be related to that of the symmetric group  by Ringel duality. Wed
Žshall very briefly review this relationship details and further references
 .can be found in 10 and show how the invertibility of Algorithm 2.1 allows
us to deduce certain results concerning representations of the symmetric
group. Throughout this section we shall assume that p n.
Ž .The category of S n, d -modules is naturally equivalent to the category
Ž .of SL -modules all of whose composition factors L  satisfy Ý a n i i i
Ž .with Ý ia  d jn for some j 0. As S n, d is a quasi-hereditaryi i
algebra, there exists a certain characteristic module T for S, and we call
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 Ž . Žthe endomorphism algebra S  End T the Ringel dual of S. In fact upS
. to Morita equivalence , we can identify S precisely:
Ž .THEOREM 3.1. Suppose that p n. Then the Ringel dual of S n, d is
Ž .Morita equialent to a certain known quotient of k , the group algebra ofd
the symmetric group on d symbols.
 Proof. This is a special case of the first part of 10, Theorem 4.4 .
Ž . Ž .Let  n, d be the set of n-part partitions of d. To each 
 n, d
we can associate a corresponding permutation module M  for k andd
certain explicitly defined submodules S of M , called Specht modules.
The indecomposable direct summands of M  are called Young modules,
and we define Y  to be the unique such summand of M  containing S.
 Ž .It is shown in 6, 2.6 that Young modules have a Specht module
filtration, and we shall denote the multiplicity of S in some such filtration
 Ž  . Ž  .of Y by Y : S . It is easy to see cf. 20, 4.10 Corollary that if  has at
most r non-zero parts, so also must  for any S arising in such a
filtration of Y . Indeed, by general results on Ringel duals and the explicit
 identifications made in 10 , we have
Ž .PROPOSITION 3.2. Suppose that p n. Then for all , 
 n, d we
hae
 Y : S    : L  .Ž . Ž . Ž .
   Proof. See 10, 4.4 Theorem and 7, Lemma A4.6 .
Thus to determine the Specht modules arising in a given Young module
Y  for k , it is enough to determine all Weyl modules containing thed
Ž .simple module L  for SL with highest weight in a certain bounded setn
of weights. Here n can be taken to be the number of non-zero parts of .
The advantage of our algorithm for computing decomposition numbers is
that it can easily be run in reverse. Starting with a given weight  and the
initial data on Weyl modules corresponding to p2-restricted weights, it is
Ž .easy to determine those weights with multiplicities which give rise to 
after one iteration of Algorithm 2.1. Iterate this procedure by determining
Žfor each weight obtained at the ith stage a corresponding set with
. Ž imultiplicities of new weights in a similar way by regarding p -facets as
. Ž .p-facets . Thus as h n we obtain
Ž .PROPOSITION 3.3. Suppose that p n. Gien a weight 
 n, d , we
Ž  .can inert Algorithm 2.1 to gie an algorithm for determining Y : S for all
Ž .
 n, d , from the decomposition numbers for Weyl modules for SL n
with p2-restricted weights.
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4. LIFTING FROM THE QUANTUM GROUP
Although they arise naturally in the algorithm of Section 2, it is not yet
clear that the sets of virtual composition factors have any representation-
theoretic interpretation. In particular, it is not even clear that they have
non-negative multiplicities. In this section we shall realize them as the sets
of composition factors associated with G-modules obtained by lifting from
a corresponding quantum groupat least when p is large enough for the
Lusztig conjecture to hold. We then discuss a possible connection with a
long-standing conjecture of Humphreys on the structure of Weyl modules.
 The modules we require arise in the work of Lin 16 and are generalisa-
tions of certain modules considered by Lusztig. The constructions in this
 section are based on 16, Section 2 , to which we refer the reader for
further details.
We begin by defining the various quantum algebras that we require. Let
Ž .U be the quantised enveloping algebra over  q corresponding to theq
 1  Ž .  root system R. If we set A  q, q  q , then Lusztig 19 has
constructed a certain A-form U of U . For  a fixed primitive prth rootA q
of unity,  becomes an A-algebra via the homomorphism taking q to  .
We denote by U the corresponding algebra  U . A A
  Ž .Setting B to be the localisation of   at the ideal  1 , we haver
that B is a discrete valuation ring and U B  U is a B -formr B r A A rr
inside U . Finally, for k an algebraically closed field of characteristic p, the
natural homomorphism A k taking q to 1 factors through the homo-
morphism B k taking  to 1. We obtain an isomorphism of k-algebras
U 	 k U  k U .k A A B Br r
We next wish to define various modules for each of these algebras,
 following Lusztig 1719 . For each dominant weight  there exists a
Ž .unique finite-dimensional irreducible U -module L  of type 1 withq q
highest weight . If we fix some vector  generating this module, then
Ž . Ž . Ž .rL  U  is a U -invariant A-lattice in L  . We set   A A  A q p A
Ž .L  , the quantum Weyl module for U . This has a unique simpleA 
Ž .rquotient, which we denote by L  . We denote the image of ourp
generating vector  in this quotient by  . 
Ž . Ž .r rNow L  U  is a B -lattice in L  , and so L   kŽ .B B  r p p Br r r
Ž .L  is a U -module. Indeed, Lusztig has shown that this is even aB kr
Ž .rational G-module. The Weyl module for G can also be constructed
using U ; we haveq
   k L   k   ,Ž . Ž . Ž .A A B Br r
Ž . Ž .rwhere   U  is a B -lattice inside   .B B  r pr r
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Ž .rOur construction gives that L  is a quotient of   , and we wish toŽ .p
 understand the structure of this module. By 16, Theorem 2.7 , we have
that
rF 
r rL   L     ,Ž . Ž . Ž .p p
 r   Ž .where    p with  
 X T and F denotes the usual Frobeniusr
rmorphism. Thus we first need to understand the structure of L  for allŽ .p
pr-restricted weights.
 In 16 , Lin has investigated the decomposition patterns of these mod-
Žules for suitably ‘‘generic’’ weights . Roughly, this means that  is
i  suitably far away from any p -walls for certain i; see 16, p. 286 for the
.precise definition. For arbitrary dominant weights  and  we have
r r r  : L     : L  L  : L  . 5Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý p p p

It is this identity that will allow us to relate our algorithm to the decompo-
rsition patterns of the L  .Ž .p
For the rest of this section, we shall assume that Lusztig’s conjecture
Ž .for algebraic groups holds for our choice of G and p and that p 2h
2. For fixed G this is known to be the case if we take p to be sufficiently
 large by the results in 1 .
² 	:A dominant weight  satisfies the Jantzen condition if  ,  
Ž . p p 2 h for all 
 R . For such  we have
  : L     : L Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .p p
Ž . Ž .and we see by induction using 5 that L   L  is irreducible.Ž .p
More generally, we shall say that a dominant weight  satisfies the ith
Jantzen condition if
² 	: i  ,   p p 2 hŽ .
 Ž .for all 
 R and denote the set of such  by J T . Note that  satisfiesi
Ž .the Jantzen condition if and only if   satisfies the ith Jantzen condi-i
Ž .tion. For 
 J T we havei
id if 
W .FE p
i i  : L   6Ž . Ž . Ž .p p ½ 0 otherwise,
Ž . Ž . Ž .where 
  F and 
  E . As p 2h 2 we have that X T i i i
Ž . 2 2J T , and hence for p -restricted weights the p -decomposition diagramsi
defined in Section 2 are just the decomposition diagrams for the corre-
sponding quantum group at a p2 root of unity.
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We next define some more sets of weights associated with Algorithm 2.1.
Ž .  4It will be convenient to set cf , i   whenever 
 C , extending ouri
earlier notation. Given a weight  and an integer i 1, we define
Ž .Desc , i , the set of descendents of  at leel i, in the following manner.
First note that for any weight  and integer i we have, by construction,
Ž . Ž .
 cf , i , with multiplicity one, and all other weights 
 cf , i satisfy
Ž . . We define Desc , i by induction on  via

cf , 1  Desc  , i ,Ž . Ž .
Ž .
cf  , i
where as usual we run over elements of the index set counted with
multiplicities.
As an example, consider the weight denoted  in Fig. 2. For i 4 we
Ž . Ž .have Desc  , i  cf  , 1 , the set of composition factors
Ž . Ž .of   . The set Desc , 3 is precisely the set of those weights with labels
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .  Ž . Ž .4of the form d  , e  , or f  , while Desc , 2   d i , d ii and
Ž .  4Desc , 1   .
The main result of this section is
THEOREM 4.1. Suppose that p 2h 2 is such that the Lusztig conjec-
Ž .ture is satisfied for G. If 
 J T then the set of composition factors, withi
Ž .imultiplicities, of L  equals Desc , i .Ž .p
Ž .  4Proof. We proceed by induction on . If  lies in C , then cf , i  i
Ž . Ž .  Ž . Ž .i iand hence Desc , i  cf , 1 . But in this case, as   : L   
p p 
Ž . Ž .iwe see from 5 that L     , and so we are done by Theorem 2.2.Ž .p
Ž .Now suppose that  C . As J T  C , we see that Algorithm 2.1i i i1
Ž .  4 ibegins at level i and that cf , i 1   . After scaling by  , the p -faceti
containing  corresponds to some p-facet F in C . By our remarks before2
Algorithm 2.1, this implies that the virtual decomposition diagram associ-
ated to F is just the usual decomposition diagram for F. Hence after
scaling by  we see thati
d if 
W i .FE pic  ½ 0 otherwise,
Ž . Ž . Ž .  Ž . Ž .i iwhere 
  F and 
  E . But by 6 this equals   : L  .i i p p
Ž .Hence we have by Theorem 2.2 that the composition factors of   are
Ž .given by cf , 1 , where

i icf , 1    : L  Desc  , i ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . p p

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where  runs over the set of dominant weights. By induction, we see by
Ž . Ž .comparing with 5 that Desc , i is precisely the set of composition
ifactors of L  , as required.Ž .p
Ž . Ž .Recall that for p 2h 2 we have X T  J T . Thus, for suitablyi i
large p, our algorithm gives a means of calculating the composition factors
i
iof L  for all p -restricted weights, given the decomposition numbersŽ .p
Ž . 2 2for   for p -restricted weights . In particular, for any p -restricted
Ž .weight  we have that Desc , 2 is just the set of virtual composition
factors associated to , and hence we obtain
COROLLARY 4.2. Suppose that p 2h 2 is such that the Lusztig con-
jecture is satisfied for G. Then, for any p2-restricted weight , the irtual
decomposition numbers c are all non-negatie.
Recall from Section 1 that for any weight  we may define modules
jŽ . G  H  by considering the right derived functors of ind . In 11 , HumphreysB
Ž .has conjectured that any Weyl module   should have a filtration with
jŽ . Ž .F iquotients of the form H   L  , where  is W-conjugate to a
Ž .weight in X T and  is dominant. On the level of characters, this wouldi
Ž .imply that   has a filtration where each quotient has composition
Ž . Žfactors clustered around a certain translate of X T related to the weighti
. defined above .
Ž .Now suppose that there exists a filtration of   associated to the ith
level in Algorithm 2.1; that is, a filtration whose successive quotients have
Ž . Ž .sets of composition factors of the form Desc , i for elements 
 cf , i .
Ž .On the level of characters, this would imply that   has a filtration
where each quotient has composition factors clustered around a certain
i Ž . Ž .p -alcove related to the weight  . In proving 5 , Lin constructs an
associated filtration of the Weyl module, which by Theorem 4.1 is compati-
ble with the first iteration of Algorithm 2.1.
If we consider the case of SL , with  suitably ‘‘generic’’ in the lowest3
3 Ž  .p -alcove as in 11, Fig. 1 , it is easy to verify that the clusters of
composition factors arising from the final iteration of our algorithm
Ž . Ž .correspond to the conjectural filtrations of   given by Humphreys in
 11, pp. 26722674 . Indeed, we have
THEOREM 4.3. Suppose that  is a dominant weight for SL such that all3
ˆ 2Ž .composition factors of Z  lie in the same p -alcoe. Then there is a1
Ž .filtration of   corresponding to the final iteration of Algorithm 2.1.
Proof. This is an easy consequence of a theorem of Kuhne-Hausmann¨
 15, Kapitel VI, Satz 2 .
More generally, Kuhne-Haussman has calculated the submodule struc-¨
ture of all Weyl modules for SL which are multiplicity-free. For the3
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 examples given in 15, pp. 174176 which do not satisfy the hypotheses
of Theorem 4.3it is easy to verify that there is still a filtration associated
to our algorithm.
If we assume that Humphreys’ conjecture holds, the above remarks give
some evidence that there may be a refinement of his filtration associated
to the corresponding level of Algorithm 2.1. In the next section we shall
consider further evidence for the existence of such a filtration.
5. A SOCLE SERIES FOR CERTAIN INDUCED MODULES
In this section we shall show how the facet combinatorics introduced in
Section 2 can be used to give a new description of certain results of Doty
  Žin 8 . In particular, we shall give a filtration and for weights in alcoves a
.description of the socle series of symmetric powers of the natural module
for SL and SL . These are isomorphic to induced modules of the form2 3
0Ž .H d , which in turn are just the contravariant duals of the correspond-1
Ž .ing Weyl modules and have the same composition factors . Thus this
filtration will provide an interpretation in terms of module structure of the
character-theoretic result in Section 2.
  These results could also be deduced from 3 for SL and from 15,2
Kapitel VI, Satz 1 for SL . However, we prefer to consider the methods of3
Doty as these are both simpler and more accessible to generalisation to
groups of higher rank.
 We begin by recalling the combinatorial framework outlined in 8 . Let
dŽ .S V denote the dth symmetric power of the natural representation V of
GL . We write dÝM d pi, with 0 d  p 1 for all i, and d  0.n i 0 i i M
b b1 bn dŽ . jGiven a monomial x  x  x 
 S V we write b Ý b p with1 n i j 0 i j
0 b  p 1 for all i and j. Then we can associate to each monomiali j
b Ž Ž . Ž ..x an M-tuple of non-negative integers c b , . . . , c b , where the ele-1 M
Ž .ments c b are defined by the equationsk
b p j c b pk  d p j.Ž .Ý Ý Ýi j k j
i0 jk jk
An equivalent set of defining equations is given by
b  d  pc  c . 7Ž .Ý i k k k1 k
i0
Ž . b dŽ .We let C d be the set of M-tuples arising from some x 
 S V . This
set can be given a lattice structure by setting c c if and only if c  ck k
 for all k. Then the main result in 8 is
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THEOREM 5.1. There is a lattice isomorphism between the lattice of order
Ž . dŽ . Ž .closed subsets of C d and the G-submodules of S V ordered by inclusion .
dŽ .In particular, the composition factors of S V are in one-to-one correspon-
Ž .dence with the elements of C d .
Ž .Further, by considering 7 , we can determine explicitly the highest
weight vector of the composition factor corresponding to c as follows. Let
xb be the highest weight vector corresponding to c. Then b is given by the
set of equations
b max min d  p c  1 i  c  i 1, p 1 , 0 , 8 4 4Ž . Ž .i k k k1 k
Ž .where the d and b are as defined above. Thus, given the set C dk ik
dŽ .corresponding to d, we can determine the composition factors of S V .
 The final result from 8 that we shall need is the following criterion for
Ž .recognising elements of C d .
Ž .LEMMA 5.2. An M-tuple c of non-negatie integers is an element of C d
if and only if it satisfies the equations
0 c  d p jkÝk j
jk
and
0 d  pc  c  n p 1Ž .k k1 k
for all k, where we set c  0 for all j 0 and jM.j
Ž .We begin by analysing the structure of the lattice C d . First we note
Ž .that by induction using Lemma 5.2 it is clear that we must have
Ž .  0 c  n 1 for each k. Given c
 C d , we set c Ý c . We shallk i 0 i
jŽ Ž .. Ž .say that such an element c lies in the jth socle layer Soc C d of C d if
the longest chain of elements strictly below c is of length j 1.
Ž .LEMMA 5.3. An element c
 C d lies in the jth socle layer if and only
 if c j.
Proof. Any chain of elements strictly below c must have length at most
 c , and so it is enough to show that a chain of this length in fact exists. For
this, it will be enough to show that for each c 0 there exists some c  c
Ž .  in C d such that for some k we have c  c  1 and that c  c for0 k k i i0 0
all i k .0
We first claim that if c 0 then there exists some k such that 0 d k
Ž .pc  c  n p 1 and c  0. For otherwise take k minimal suchk1 k k 1
Ž .that c  0. Then we must have d  pc  c  n p 1  p, andk k k 1 k1 1 1 1
hence that c  0. In a similar manner we deduce that c  0 for allk 1 k1
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Ž Ž ..k k and that for all such k we must have d  pc  c  n p 1 .1 k k1 k
But this contradicts the condition that c  0, and so the claim follows.M1
Taking k to be minimal satisfying the above hypotheses, it is now an0
easy exercise using the inequalities in Lemma 5.2 to verify that the
 Ž .element c defined above is in C d as required.
Most of the rest of this section will be devoted to proving
dŽ .PROPOSITION 5.4. For GL and GL , the modules S V hae filtra-2 3
tions corresponding to the irtual decomposition factors obtained at any gien
stage in Algorithm 2.1. Moreoer, for weights in the interior of alcoes, the
dŽ .socle series for S V can be constructed in the course of implementing the
algorithm.
Ž .Proof. To each composition factor L  we have associated a carry
Ž .pattern c  . We shall show that the iteration of Algorithm 2.1 correspond-
ing to pi-facets changes the value only of the first i elements of any c
obtained so far and that each virtual decomposition factor obtained at this
stage from a given weight corresponds to a different value of c . In fact, fori
weights in the interior of an alcove we shall show that at this stage the first
i elements of any carry pattern obtained so far are all equal. By Lemma
5.3, we shall thus obtain complete information on the socle series of the
symmetric powers corresponding to weights in the interior of an alcove.
ŽWe begin with an easy example to illustrate this result for SL . We2
postpone analysis of the socle series for the SL example given in Fig. 23
.until later in this section. Let p 3 and d 43. On applying Algorithm
2.1 we obtain the set of composition factors labelled a through f in Fig. 3.
For SL , the p2-restricted weights are precisely those in the upper2
closure of the lowest p2 alcove. Thus the virtual composition factors
associated to a weight are just the ordinary composition factors of the
corresponding Weyl module. This is simple for weights on walls or in the
lowest p-alcove and has two composition factors corresponding to the
highest weight and its reflection about the p-wall immediately below it for
weights in the remaining p-alcoves. As in this case the various c can onlyi
be 0 or 1; the corresponding socle series predicted by our result will be as
FIGURE 3
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FIGURE 4
Žshown in Fig. 4a with the actual submodule lattice obtained using the
  .results in 8 given in Fig. 4b .
We now return to the proof of Proposition 5.4. The submodule structure
 for the symmetric powers has already been given in 8 , and we merely
verify that the results given there can be converted into the required form.
For this we need to know the relative positions of the virtual composition
factors for certain p2-restricted weights. It is for this reason that we
restrict ourselves to considering SL and SL , although we conjecture that2 3
the result should hold for SL without restriction on n.n
 In order to convert the results from 8 for GL into a form compatiblen
with the facet geometry, we use the usual change of coordinates 
Ž . Ž . , . . . ,     , . . . ,  , where we set      . This now1 n 1 n1 i i i1
gives the coordinates of the corresponding SL-weight in terms of the basis
of fundamental weights.
Ž .We begin by considering the SL case. Let b b , b be the highest2 1 2
dŽ .weight vector in some composition factor of S V . By the preceding
Ž .remarks and Theorem 2.2 this is either d, 0 or b is a reflection of some b
about a pi-wall for some weight b generated at an earlier stage in the
Ž .algorithm where we take i to be maximal with this property . Let the
Ž . corresponding elements of C d be c and c respectively.
It will be enough to show that c  1 c when 1 k i and c  ck k k k
 i iotherwise. Suppose that b  ap  1 b with 0 b p and a 0
mod p. Then it will suffice to show that the weight x corresponding to the
 i Ž .desired value of c satisfies x b  2 ap  2 as then x must equal b . By
 Ž .considering the various possible values of b arising from 8 we see thati k
d if c , c  0, 0Ž . Ž .k k k1
p d  2 if c , c  0, 1Ž . Ž .k k k1   b  b  b  9Ž .k 1k 2 k d  1 if c , c  1, 0Ž . Ž .k k k1p 1 d if c , c  1, 1 .Ž . Ž .k k k1
Ž . Ž   .4 Ž . Ž .4Clearly, we must have c , c , c , c  0, 0 , 0, 1 , while for 1 t0 1 0 1
Ž . Ž   .4 Ž . Ž .4 i 1 we have c , c , c , c  0, 0 , 1, 1 . Further, by our in-t t1 t t1
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Ž . Ž   .4 Ž . Ž .4ductive hypothesis we must have c , c , c , c  0, 1 , 1, 1 ori i1 i i1
Ž . Ž .4 Ž .1, 0 , 0, 0 . Using 9 it is now easy to see that
i1
 k t i ib  x p  p 2 p 1 p  2 a 1 p  2 ap  2,Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý Ýk k
k t1
as required. This completes the proof in the SL case.2
The proof for SL proceeds in a similar manner. We shall first consider3
the case where the initial weight lies in the interior of an alcove and show
that, when considering pt-alcoves, the set of virtual composition factors
associated to a given weight contains at most one of each of the three
types of alcove shown in Fig. 5a. Further, we show that the image of the
given weight under W t in each of these alcoves corresponds to the carryp
pattern whose first t elements are equal to the integer labeling that
diagram and that the remaining elements of the carry pattern are fixed for
these alcoves.
ˆŽ . Ž .Using 4 and the known decomposition numbers for the Z  for SL1 3
 12 , it is easy to show that the various possible patterns of virtual
composition factors associated to weights outside the lowest p-alcove are
as shown in Fig. 5b.
It just remains to consider the various possible cases, calculate the
weights corresponding to the predicted carry patterns, and verify that the
differences between them correspond to the relative positions of the
Ž .various weights shown in each case. This is a routine if lengthy exercise
Ž .using the expression for the b given in 8 .i k
If the initial weight does not lie in an alcove, then the strong version of
Žthe inductive hypothesis asserting the precise form of the corresponding
.carry patterns is no longer satisfied. However, by similar arguments one
FIGURE 5
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FIGURE 6
shows that at every stage the virtual composition factors correspond to
Ž  .distinct values of an appropriate c and that the c for t  t remaint t
constant. This completes the proof of Proposition 5.4.
To illustrate the SL case, we return to the example considered in Fig. 2.3
In Fig. 6a we give the socle series constructed in the proof of Proposition
5.4, while in Fig. 6b we give the corresponding submodule lattice calcu-
 lated using 8 . The labels on the left are those used in Fig. 2, while on the
Ž .right the corresponding elements of C d are given.
6. THE QUANTUM MIXED CASE
Ž .To conclude, we consider the quantum general linear group q-GL n, k ,
 defined by Dipper and Donkin 5 , in the case when q is a primitive lth
root of unity and k has characteristic p 0. Algorithm 2.1 can easily be
modified to give a corresponding algorithm in this context by replacing
pi-facets with lpi1-facets and taking as the initial dataset the decomposi-
tion numbers for all lp-restricted weights.
Now the same arguments as those in Sections 1 and 2 can be applied to
show that this gives the composition factors of the quantum Weyl module
corresponding to . For the results on the geometry of facets it is
sufficient to require that both l and p are at least as big as the Coxeter
number, which in this case is n. The general theory reviewed in Section 1
   is given in the quantum case in 7 and 4 .
Again, this has applications via Ringel duality; for the results in Section
3, we must replace the symmetric group with the Hecke algebra: the basic
   theory needed in this case can be found in 7 and 20 . Finally, the results
on the submodule structure of the symmetric powers used in Section 5
 have been generalised to the quantum setting in 21 .
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